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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONSA new small wonder has seen the light of day. 
Kubus Micro is a stylish, smaller version of 
the iconic Kubus candleholder and is designed 
by Audo in 2021. It is based on the exact same 
mathematical geometry as The very first 
Kubus Candleholder Mogens Lassen designed 
in 1962. Just very much smaller. Precisely 
half the size of Kubus 1. The black Kubus-
shape frames the light beautifully and adds 
a minimalist expression to the table setting. 
Kubus Micro fits a single candle and is perfect 
for all kinds of festivities, where the table 
must be beautifully laid, and you want a very 
special atmosphere. The candleholder works 
alone in a beautiful still life or arrange several 
together for a greater effect. A beautiful table 
for the last celebrations of the year Kubus 
Micro creates just the right atmosphere at 
this year’s Christmas and New Year table for 
a sharp and minimalist expression. The black 
cubistic shapes add a graphic and timeless 
element, and the iconic design can therefore 
act as the mainstay of the table setting year 
after year. The expression on the Christmas 
table can easily be varied with flowers,  
s or new tableware, while Kubus Micro acts 
as a traditional eye-catcher year after year. If 
you keep the table setting in black, silver and 
white, the same elements can also be used for 
a festive New Year’s Eve. Kubus Micro comes 
in a package with 2 small candleholders, 
so they can decorate nicely together in the 
windowsill, on the dinner table, dresser or 
even as Advent candles. 

KUBUS MICRO
Designed by Audo

PRODUCT TYPE
Candle Holder

COLLI
6

ENVIRONMENT
Indoor

DIMENSIONS
H: 3,5 cm / 1,4”
W: 3,5 cm / 1,4” 
D: 3,5 cm / 1,4” 

PRODUCTION PROCESS
The candleholder is casted with zinc 
and vibration deburred. Afterwards the 
candleholder is powder coated.

COLOURS
Black (RAL 9005)
Gold-Plated

MATERIALS
Zinc alloy

WEIGHT
0,255 kg / 0,56 lbs

PACKAGING TYPE
Gift box

PACKAGING MEASUREMENTS  
(H × W × D)
7 cm × 7 cm × 12,2 cm / 2,8” × 2,8” × 4,8”

MATERIALS & MAINTENANCE
Please visit audocph.com for materials, care 
and maintenance instructions.   

BLACK
BL12001

GOLD-PLATED
BL12501

H
: 29 cm

 / 11,4” 

D: 23 cm / 9,0” 

D: 23 cm / 9,0” 

H
: 3,50 cm

 / 1,4” 

W+D: 3,50 cm / 1,4” 


